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ABSTRACT
Polarized topics often spark discussion and debate on social media. Recent studies have shown that polarized debates have a specific clustered structure in the endorsement network, which indicates that users direct their endorsements mostly to ideas they already agree with. Understanding these polarized discussions and exposing social media users to content that broadens their views is of paramount importance.

The contribution of this demonstration is two-fold. (i) A tool to visualize retweet networks about controversial issues on Twitter. By using our visualization, users can understand how polarized discussions are shaped on Twitter, and explore the positions of the various actors. (ii) A solution to reduce polarization of such discussions. We do so by exposing users to information which presents a contrarian point of view. Users can visually inspect our recommendations and understand why and how these would play out in terms of the retweet network.

Our demo provides one of the first steps in developing automated tools that help users explore, and possibly escape, their echo chambers. The ideas in the demo can also help content providers design tools to broaden their reach to people with different political and ideological backgrounds.

1. INTRODUCTION
Social media provides a platform for public discussions on a wide range of topics. Even though users are potentially given a vast choice on what information they can consume, echo chambers, combined with social network design, often limit users to viewpoints that they agree with. Particularly for controversial topics, discussions on social media tend to become polarized, with users supporting their stance and ignoring the one from the opposing side.

Here we present an interactive demo that (i) showcases the phenomenon of polarization for discussions on controversial topics, and (ii) provides contrarian content recommendations, i.e., content that expresses views from the opposing side of the controversy. The goal of this demo is to allow users to explore polarized discussions on social media and, at the same time, show a way to address the polarization phenomenon.

The experience focuses on controversial topics, and especially on the way information is disseminated in these discussions. As previous studies have confirmed, controversial topics create more polarized discussions, which are characterized by specific types of sharing and information dissemination patterns. We model the discussion as an endorsement graph (e.g., retweets in Twitter). In this graph there is an edge between two users $u$ and $v$ if $u$ retweets $v$.

These polarized discussions, in which people reinforce their existing beliefs, lead to the creation of echo chambers and filter bubbles. Many studies have warned about the threats that these phenomena pose to an open democratic process, as they cultivate isolation and misunderstanding across sections of the society.

Our demonstration shows a possible way to address this problem, by exposing people to contrarian content. Differently from previous attempts, our system is fully automated, and employs an algorithm to recommend a set of contrarian news articles that have been shared by the opposing side. By exposing users to content which supports contrarian beliefs, we hope to encourage people to look and understand the point of view of the other side of the controversy.

Our recommendations take into account several factors. The main one comes from recent research in connecting users with opposing views. This factor quantifies the reduction in polarization that a successful recommendation (a recommendation that is endorsed by the recipient) would generate in the discussion.

Clearly, many users might not be interested in content from the other side. For instance, people in the ‘center’ might be more eager to explore content from either side, as opposed to people on the extremes. To address this concern, our al-
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algorithm takes into account each user’s history, by computing how likely they are to endorse our recommendation.

The recommendations also take other factors into account, such as the topic distribution and popularity of the content. These factors allow users to get more diverse and engaging content recommendations.

We use several controversial topics ranging over the last two years across multiple domains for this demo, though in practice any controversial topic can be easily incorporated into our demo.

2. RELATED WORK

Even though the Web was envisioned as a place where open discussions on wide range of topics could be facilitated, many users currently do not make use of such an opportunity. Due to phenomena such as homophily, confirmation bias, and selective exposure, people tend to restrict themselves to viewing and sharing information that conforms with their beliefs. Research shows that this phenomenon exists online [11]. This selective exposure has led to increased fragmentation and polarization online. A wide body of recent studies have studied [1, 5, 12] and quantified [2, 4, 5, 10, 13] this issue.

Research also shows that such a division in sections of the society has important consequences to our democracy [17]. There have been attempts to try to nudge users to explore and understand opposing view points. Here we review the most relevant ones.

Wall Street Journal’s Blue feed-Red feed [4] raises awareness about the extent to which viewpoints on a matter can differ, by showing side-by-side articles expressing very liberal and very conservative viewpoints; Politech [4] displays how polarizing the content on a user’s news feed is when compared to their friends; Escape your bubble [5] is a browser extension to add hand-curated content from the opposite side on Facebook; automated bots have been created to respond to posts containing harassment or fake news [5] with an attempt to de-polarize the discussion and educate users. Moreover, new social media platforms designed to encourage discussions and debates have been proposed, such as (i) the Filterburst project [6] (ii) Rbtr [6] where users can post rebuttals of other urls, and (iii) a Wikipedia for debates [6].

Our demo differs from existing ones in many ways. First, we provide a unique, interactive visualization of an endorsement network for controversial topics. Second, we showcase a system to recommend contrarian content to users. Our approach is completely algorithmic, unlike most systems listed above, which involve manual curation.

Research has also been done in trying to connect users with opposing views. Munson et al. [14] created a browser widget that measures the bias of users based on the news articles they read. Their study shows that users are willing to slightly change views once they are shown their biases. Graells-Garrido et al. [8] show that mere display of contrarian content has negative emotional effect. To overcome this effect, they propose a visual interface for making recommendations from a diverse pool of users, where diversity is with respect to user stances on a topic. Graells-Garrido et al. [5] propose to find topics that may be of interest to both sides by constructing a topic graph. They define intermediary topics to be those topics that have high betweenness centrality and topic diversity. Park et al. [15] propose methods for presenting multiple aspects of news to reduce bias. Garamella et al. [7] study the problem of reducing the overall polarization of a controversial topic in a network. They try to find the best edges to recommend in an endorsement graph so that the polarization score of the entire network is reduced. In this demo, our focus is on reducing the polarization of an individual user (local objective), instead of the entire network (global objective).

3. PRELIMINARIES

A topic of discussion is identified as the set of tweets that satisfy a text query — e.g., all tweets that contain a specific hashtag. We represent a topic with an endorsement graph $G(V, E)$, where vertices $V$ represent users and edges $E$ represent endorsements.

It has been shown that an endorsement graph captures well the extent to which a topic is controversial [6]. In particular, the endorsement graph of a controversial topic has a multimodal clustered structure, where each cluster of vertices represents one viewpoint on the topic. As we focus on two-sided controversies, we identify the two sides of a controversial topic by employing a graph-partitioning algorithm, which partitions the graph into two subgraphs (represented by $X$ and $Y$). In this work, we specifically focus on recommending content in the form of news items, such as articles, blog posts, and opinion pieces. The item pool for the recommendation comprises all the links shared by the active users during the observation window.

User polarization score. We use a recently-proposed methodology to define the polarization score for each user in the graph [8]. The score is based on the expected hitting time of a random walk that starts from the user under consideration and ends on a high-degree vertex on either side. Typically in a retweet graph, high degree vertices on each side are indicators of authoritative content generators. We denote the set of the $k$ highest degree vertices on each side by $X$ and $Y$.

Intuitively, a vertex is assigned a score of higher absolute value (closer to $+1$ or $-1$), if, compared to other vertices in the graph, it takes a very different time to reach a high-degree vertex on either side ($X$ or $Y$) (in terms of information flow). Specifically, for each vertex $u \in V$ in the graph, we consider a random walk that starts at $u$, and estimate the expected number of steps, $l^X_u$ before the random walk reaches any high-degree vertex in $X$.

Considering the distribution of values of $l^X_u$ across all vertices $u \in V$, we define $\rho^X(u)$ as the fraction of vertices $v \in V$ with $l^X_v < l^X_u$. We define $\rho^Y(u)$ similarly. Obviously, we have $\rho^X(u), \rho^Y(u) \in [0, 1)$. The polarization score of a user is then defined as

$$\rho(u) = \rho^X(u) - \rho^Y(u) \in (-1, 1).$$

Following this definition, a vertex that is close to high-degree vertices $X$, compared to most other vertices, will have $\rho^X(u) \approx 1$; on the other hand, if the same vertex is far from high-degree vertices $Y$, it will have $\rho^Y(u) \approx 0$; leading to a
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polarization score $\rho(u) \approx 1 - 0 = 1$. The opposite is true for vertices that are far from $X^+$ but close to $Y^+$; leading to a polarization score $\rho(u) \approx -1$.

**Item polarization score.** Once we have obtained polarization scores for users in the graph, it is straightforward to derive a similar score for content items shared by these users. Specifically, we define the polarization score of an item $i$ as the average of the polarization scores of the set of users who have shared $i$, denoted by $U_i$:

$$\rho(i) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U_i} \rho(u)}{|U_i|} \in (-1, 1).$$

(2)

Acceptance probability. Not all recommendations are agreeable, especially if they do not conform to the user’s beliefs. To reduce these effects, we define an acceptance probability, which quantifies the degree to which a user is likely to endorse the recommended content. We use the item and user polarization scores defined above to estimate the likelihood that a target user $u$ endorses (i.e., retweets) the recommended item $i$. We build an acceptance model by adapting a similar one based on the feature of user polarization $\mathcal{F}$. High absolute values of user polarization (close to $-1$ or $1$) indicate that the user belongs clearly to one side of the controversy, while middle-range values (close to 0) indicate that the user is in-between the two sides. It had been shown that users accept content from different sides with different probabilities, and these probabilities can be inferred from the graph structure $\mathcal{G}$. For example, a user with polarization close to $-1$ or $1$ is more likely to endorse a user with a negative polarization than a user with polarization $+1$. This intuition directly translates to endorsing items, and therefore can be used for our recommendation problem.

Based on this intuition, we define the acceptance probability $p(u, i)$ of a user $u$ endorsing item $i$ as

$$p(u, i) = \frac{N_e(\rho(u), \rho(i)) / N_e(\rho(u), \rho(i))}{N_a(\rho(u), \rho(i)) / N_a(\rho(u), \rho(i))},$$

where $N_e(\rho(u), \rho(i))$ and $N_a(\rho(u), \rho(i))$ are the number of times a user with polarity $\rho(u)$ has endorsed and was exposed to (respectively) content of polarity $\rho(i)$. In practice, the polarity scores are bucketed to smooth the probabilities.

### 4. Recommendation Factors

This section describes the factors used to generate content recommendations for the users. Though our main focus is to connect users with content that expresses a contrarian point of view, we also want to maximize the chances of such a recommendation being endorsed by the user. Therefore, we take into account several factors: reduction in polarization score of the target user; exclusivity of the candidate items (polarity of the items); acceptance probability of recommendation based on polarization scores; topic diversity; popularity/quality of the candidate item. Next, we describe these factors in more detail.

**Reduction of user-polarization score.** The maximum reduction of user-polarization score is achieved by putting the user in contact with an authoritative source from the opposing side. Leveraging this idea, we build a list of items $L_1$, by considering the items shared by high degree nodes on the opposite side of the target user, and ranking them by the potential decrease in polarization score for a user $u$.

**Exclusivity on either side.** We consider items that are almost exclusively shared by one of the sides. Specifically, we denote by $n^X_i$ and $n^Y_i$ the number of users who shared each item $i$ on side $X$ and $Y$, respectively. For each side, we generate a list $L_2$ ranked by the ratio of shares $n^X_i/n^Y_i$ (for side $X$) and $n^Y_i/n^X_i$ (for side $Y$).

**Acceptance probability.** For a given user $u$, all items sorted in decreasing order of acceptance probability $p(u, i)$ make up list $L_3$.

**Topic diversity.** We want to ensure that the recommendations are topically diverse. Therefore, for each user, we compute a vector $t_i$ that contains the topics extracted from the tweets written and the items shared by the user. Similarly, we extract a vector of topics $t_i$ for each item. Topics are defined as named entities, and we extract them via the tool TagMe.\(^\text{1}\) Given a user vector $t_u$, we compute the cosine similarity with all item vectors $t_i$, and rank items in increasing order of cosine similarity (list $L_4$).

**Popularity on either side.** Finally, we take into account the popularity of the recommended items, so that users receive content that is popular and, likely, of good quality. For each item, we compute a popularity score as the maximum number of retweets obtained by a tweet that contains this item. List $L_5$ ranks items by decreasing popularity score.

**Rank Aggregation.** Given the 5 ranked lists described above, we use a weighted rank-aggregation scheme to generate the final recommendations. The intuition behind using rank aggregation is that items that are highly ranked in many lists, are also highly ranked in the output list. In particular, we use a weighted rank-aggregation technique proposed by Pilur et al.\(^\text{10}\): the goal is to minimize an objective function

$$\phi(\delta) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} w_i d(\delta, L_i),$$

where $\delta$ is the optimal ranked output list, $d$ is any distance function (we use the Spearman footrule distance), and $w_i$ are the importance weights of each list. We can set the weights to generate highly contrarian recommendations (by giving large weights to $L_1$ and $L_2$) or recommendations that are likely to be accepted (by giving large weight to $L_3$).

### 5. Architecture

The demo consists of three major parts. (i) Data collection, (ii) Data processing, creation of graphs, and recommendations (detailed in Sections 3 and 4) and (iii) Visualization. We give a brief overview of each of these below.

**Data Collection.** We collected data from Twitter for eight controversial topics covering a wide range of domains, including the US election results (USElections), and protests against government actions (#baltimoreriots, #beefban, and #nemtsyov). Each of these topics contain a few thousands to tens of thousands of users. Though we limit ourselves to these 8 topics in the demo, in practice, a similar methodology can be applied for any controversial topic.

**Data Processing.** After identifying a controversial topic on Twitter, we construct a retweet graph, identify the two sides of the controversy and obtain polarity scores for all users in this topic (detailed in Section 3). Next, for each user, we generate recommendations that surface content
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with a contrarian point of view. The recommendations for a user are based on their Twitter activity, and take into account five different factors. The details for extracting the recommendations are provided in Section 4.

Visualization. To visualize the results in the demo we use a javascript library called Sigma.js. The retweet network visualizations are created first in Gephi using a force directed layout and then exported to Sigma.js via a plugin.

6. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMO

To use the demo, the viewer first selects a topic from a set of polarized topics on the homepage. Upon selecting a topic, the retweet network corresponding to the topic is shown to the viewer, with the two opposing sides of the controversy highlighted with different colors. On the left there is an info box, where the viewer can find summary information about the topic such as what the discussion is about, why it is polarized, and what the two sides support. The viewer can optionally get more detailed information, including most retweeted tweets on each side, most shared news articles, and other aggregate statistics on the topic, by clicking on the ‘More information about this visualization’ link. Figure 1 shows the main Web interface for the discussion around the protests for the assassination of Boris Nemtsov in Russia.

The retweet network is at the center of the visualization. The retweet network for controversial topics exhibits a peculiar clustered structure, with two main clusters. By hovering over each node, the viewer can see which other nodes they are connected to. In most cases, nodes are connected to a single side (nodes of the same color), and connections across sides (nodes of different color) are rare. This pattern is an indication that users do not retweet across different sides of the discussion, but only support their own point of view. The viewer can zoom in and out to see specific connections between individual users and groups. Hovering on a node shows their Twitter username, along with their assigned polarity score (higher absolute value means that the user is more polarized). Clicking on a node in the graph highlights the subgraph connected to this node and also brings up an information pane on the right, as shown in Figure 2.

The information pane consists of (i) a link to the users profile on Twitter, (ii) a sample of three retweets by the user (if the user has retweeted anyone), and (iii) three recommendations that aim to expose that specific user to a contrarian viewpoint, along with a set of three random articles. Providing two lists allows the viewer to compare our recommendations to a random baseline recommendation. These samples can be refreshed by clicking on the node again.

For each recommendation, there is a link to show/hide a popup which contains information on why that link has been recommended. The popup displays the normalized weights given to the five factors that went into the ranking. Hovering over each recommendation highlights the nodes that have shared this article. This visualization is useful to get an idea on what part of the network shared this article, and hence understand how the recommendation could modify the structure of the endorsement graph of the discussion. Figure 3 shows a depiction of these features.
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